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RESOLUTION

DE LA CRUZ, J.:

This resolves the accused's Demurrer to Evidence, dated
February 23, 2018; and the prosecution's Comment and/or
Opposition (to the Demurrer to Evidence), dated March 14, 2018.

In his demurrer, the accused moves for the dismissal of the
case against him on the ground that the prosecution's evidence
failed to prove his guilt beyond reasonable doubt. The accused
contends that the prosecution's principal witness, Dominador
Masedman, was not presented as a witness to affirm his Affidavit 1

and to testify on the contents of Trip Ticket No. 4929,2 which is the
very fact in issue in charging the accused of alleged violation of
Section 3(e) of RA 3019. While said affidavit was admitted as an
independently relevant statement, the admission was only to the
fact that Masedman gave the statement but not to the truth thereof.
Thus, without the testimony of Masedman, the prosecution failed to

1 Exhibit H
2 Exhibit K
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prove all the essential elements of the crime charged against the
accused. The accused maintains that no evidence was presented
to prove that he committed an act through manifest partiality,
evident bad faith, or gross inexcusable negligence, which caused
an injury to any party, including the government, or gave any
private party unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference.

As to the other witnesses presented by the prosecution, the
accused argues that no one testified in relation to the entries in Trip
Ticket No. 4929, or whether said ticket was indeed used by Ora.
Aracelie Ladilad. The trip tickets to which they testified were not
signed by the accused but by Dr. Tipayno, the Vice President of
the university. As such, even the Office of the Ombudsman
recognized the fact that no liability can be attributed to the accused
over said trip tickets. Hence, there being no proof or evidence that
Ora. Ladilad made use of Trip Ticket No. 2012-4929, and that she
used the same for her personal benefits, the accused should be
acquitted of the crime charged against him for failure on the part of
the prosecution to prove the guilt of the accused beyond
reasonable doubt.

By way of comment/opposition, the prosecution explains that
Trip Ticket No. 4929, which covered five travel dates (i.e.,
September 3-7, 2012), was approved by the accused knowing that
the purpose of the tr-avel is unofficial. While Trip Ticket No. 4946
was not directly approved by the accused, the travel dates covered
therein were September 6-7, 2012, which were already covered in
Trip Ticket No. 4929. Thus, the travel dates covered by Trip Ticket
No. 4946 were deemed to have been approved by the accused in
Trip Ticket No. 4929. In addition, both trip tickets are public
documents, hence, they do not require authentication. Their
authenticity and due execution are already presumed. Moreover,
considering that the trip tickets are public documents issued in the
performance of a duty by a public officer, they are prima facie
evidence of the facts stated therein ..

The prosecution also points out that one of its witnesses,
Atty. Maningas, who was presented in Court, was the one who
interviewed Masedman who handed to him the trip tickets. During
the interview, Masedman explained the contents of the trip tickets
and identified the signatures appearing therein. Atty. Maningas
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prepared Masedman's affidavit which the latter signed in his
presence. As the counsel for the accused opted not to conduct a
cross-examination, he effectively waived his right to test the
credibility of the witness and his testimony. Absent any clear and
convincing proof to the contrary, a notarized document such as the
affidavit of Masedman, as well as the Complaint-Affidavit of Atty.
Maningas, enjoy the presumption of regularity and are conclusive
as to the truthfulness of their contents. Furthermore, the other
witnesses presented by the prosecution, namely, the BSU drivers
Renante Estera, Eric Balcorta and Sunny Quintos, all identified the
trip tickets used during their respective trips. Thus, it cannot be
denied that the trips indicated in Trip Ticket Nos. 4929 and 4946
were in fact undertaken as it has been a habit of Araceli Ladilad to
have her fetched and ferried from her house to BSU and vice
versa.

The demurrer to evidence is impressed with merit.

A demurrer to evidence is an objection by one of the parties
in an action, to the effect that the evidence which his adversary
produced is insufficient in point of law, whether true or not, to make
out a case or sustain the issue." It is filed by the accused after the
prosecution rests its case."

The accused-movant stands charged for violation of Section
3(e) of RA 3019, in an lnformation" the accusatory portion of which
reads:

That on August 31,2012, or sometime prior or subsequent
thereto, in La Trinidad, Benguet, and within the jurisdiction of this
Honorable Court, accused BEN DAPIOS LADILAD, a high-
ranking public officer, being then the President of Benguet State
University, in such capacity and taking advantage of his official
position, committing the offense in relation to his office, acting
with evident bad faith, manifest partiality or gross inexcusable
negligence, did then and there willfully, unlawfully and criminally
approve Trip Ticket No. 2012-4929 for the sole purpose of
fetching and ferrying his wife, Aracelie Ladilad, from their
residence in Quezon Hill, Baguio City to Benguet State
University, and vice versa, from September 3 to 7, 2012, using a

3 Singian, Jr. v. Sandiganbayan (3" Division), September 30, 2013, 706 SCRA 451,668
4 Section 23, Rule 119, Rules of Court
5 Records, pp. 1-3
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government vehicle, knowing fully well that she was not entitled
thereto and that it was not for official function, thereby giving
Aracelie Ladilad unwarranted benefit, advantage and preference,
to the damage and prejudice of Benguet State University.

CONTRARY TO LAW.

Upon arraiqnrnent," the accused, duly assisted by his counsel
de parte, pleaded "Not Guilty" to the charge against him.

As contained in the Pre-Trial Order.' the parties did not
stipulate on any fact.

The parties proposed the following issues:

As proposed by the prosecution

a) Whether accused Ben Dapios Ladilad is guilty of
violation of Section 3(e) of Republic Act No. 3019 by approving Trip
Ticket No. 2012-04929 for the purpose of fetching and ferrying his
wife, Aracelie Gonzales Ladilad, from their residence in Quezon
Hill, Baguio City, to the Benguet State University, La Trinidad,
Benguet, on September 3 to September 7, 2012, using a
government vehicle without adequate or official support or reason.

As proposed by the defense

a) Whether the accused IS guilty of the crime charged
against him.

The prosecution presented as witnesses Anatolio T. Garcia,
Jr., Wagner F. Grande, Estrellita M. Daclan, Renante C. Estera,
Peter Kate C. Maningas, Sunny M. Quintos and Eric O. Balcorta.

Anatolio T. Garcia, Jr., the Chief of Motorpool Service of
BSU.

In his testimony, Garcia, Jr. explained the process of
securing the trip tickets and the use of BSU vehicles. In 2012, or
the time material to the case, the Chief of Motorpool was Virgilio

6 Records, p. 106
7 Records, pp. 129-136
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Toledo, who was tasked to assign the designated driver, the
vehicle to be used, the passengers, the date and the purpose of
travel. The trip ticket will then be signed by the BSU President, or
in his absence, the Officer-in-charge or the Chief of Administrative
Office. In 2016, after learning from the case of Dr. Ladilad, they
made several changes in the process of preparation of the trip
tickets. They now require three (3) original copies, and have
become strict in the usage of vehicles for short distances. Garcia,
Jr. testified that while Or. Ladilad is entitled to the use of a vehicle,
it is for official travels only."

Wagner F. Grande, the Supervising Administrative Officer,
Human Resource Management Office of BSU.

Grande testified that he issued a Certification" attesting that
Or. Ladilad was not issued a BSU vehicle in 2012. He used as
basis the 201 file of Or. Ladilad which contained her Personal Data
Sheet, and Service Records, among other matters. Specifically,
Grande did not find a Memorandum Receipt issued to Dr. Ladilad
for the use of a government vehicle. Likewise, he does not know of
other BSU officials who were assigned a vehicle.'?

Estrellita M. Daclan, Vice President of Administration and
Finance of BSU.

Daclan corroborated the testimony of Garcia, Jr. that new
policies and guidelines were implemented involving the motorpool
service of BSU, beginning December 2, 2016 by virtue of
Administrative Memorandum No. 36-2016. She testified that she
issued a Certification attesting to the fact that Or. Ladilad has not
been issued a BSU vehicle in 2012. Before affixing her signature
therein, Daclan verified with the head of the Supply Office if there
was a vehicle issued to Dr. Ladilad, and she was informed that
there was none. Dacian further testified that per verification with
the Supply Office, there is no vehicle assigned to any official in
BSU because the motorpool takes care of the maintenance of the
vehicle in the university, and every employee is authorized to use a
vehicle as long as it is an official travel with the approved trip ticket.

8 TSN, dated April 27, 2017
9 Exhibit GG
10 TSN, dated June 13, 2017
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During cross-examination, Daclan admitted that Trip Ticket No.
2012-4929 was shown to her at the Office of the Ombudsman and
they realized the need to change and to formulate new policies
because they observed that there is no signature of the passenger
and there are some erasures."

Renante C. Estera, a driver of BSU at the time material to
the case.

Estera testified that in May 2012, he fetched and ferried Or.
Ladilad from BSU to the latter's house in Quezon Hill, and back to
BSU. This was in relation to Trip Ticket No. 4535,12 which was
prepared and approved by Toledo. As to the signature appearing
above the name Ben Ladilad in the trip ticket, Estera claimed that
he does not know whose signature it was. Estera also confirmed
that students, teachers and officials of the university can use the
vehicle provided they have the trip ticket. 13

Peter Kate C. Maningas, .Associate Graft Investigation
Officer III at the Field Investigation Bureau, Office of the Deputy
Ombudsman for Luzon at the time material to the case.

In his Judicial Affidavit." Maningas testified that sometime in
January 2013, he conducted an investigation relative to the Letter-
Complaints filed before the Office of the Ombudsman against the
accused. One the accusations was that the accused approved the
unauthorized use of government resources and/or the BSU vehicle
to service from their residence to BSU his wife, Or. Aracelie
Ladilad. In connection therewith, Maningas interviewed Masedman,
who narrated that he was assigned to fetch and ferry Dr. Ladilad
and her granddaughter during the period covered by Trip Ticket
Nos. 4929 and 4946 as the accused was out of town during such
period. There were also instances that Masedman was directed by
Or. Ladilad to ferry her to Notre Dame Hospital to visit her father
who was confined therein. Masedman submitted to Maningas the
original of the trip tickets, and explained the contents thereof and
identified the signatures appearing therein. Maningas testified that

11 TSN, dated June 14, 2017
12 Exhibit U
13TSN, dated August 15, 2017
14 Records, pp. 188-308
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he prepared the affidavit of Masedman which was signed and
notarized in his presence. Maningas then prepared an
Investigation Report and a Complaint-Affidavit.

The accused's counsel did not cross-examine Maningas and
stipulated on his Judicial Affidavit."

Sunny M. Quintos, a driver of BSU at the time material to
the case.

Quintos testified that sometime in August 2012, he was
asked by University Chief Motor Pool Virgilio Toledo to fetch and
ferry Dr. Ladilad from her residence at Quezon Hill, Baguio City to
BSU, as shown by Trip Ticket No. 2012-4832, dated August 6,
2012.16 During cross-examination, Quintos testified that the trip
ticket was signed by Dr. Tipayno, formerly the Vice President of
BSU.17

Eric O. Balcorta, a driver of BSU at the time material to the
case.

Balcorta testified that he fetched and ferried Dr. Ladilad
sometime in June 2012 from the latter's residence in Quezon Hill to
BSU, and vice versa, as shown by Trip Ticket No. 2012-4638,
dated June 13, 2012.18 Aside from him, the other BSU drivers who
were tasked to fetch and ferry Dr. Ladilad are Renan Estira, Sunny
Quintos and Doming Masedman. When cross-examined, Balcorta
admitted that it was Toledo who instructed him to fetch and ferry
Or. Ladilad, while it was Vice President Tipayno who signed the trip
ticket. Balcorta also clarified that he was forced by the university
lawyer to sign his Affidavit of Clarification." wherein he stated that
the accused never directed him to fetch and ferry Dr. Ladilad.20

On February 13, 2018, the prosecution formally offered in
open court its documentary exhibits, all of which the Court admitted

15 TSN, dated February 12, 2018
16 Exhibit Y
17 TSN, dated February 12, 2018
18 Exhibit P
19 Exhibit 3
20 TSN, dated February 12, 2018
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in evidence, except for the Affidavit of Dominador Masedrnarr"
which was admitted only as an independent relevant statement as
he was not presented as a witness." The accused moved for leave
to file demurrer to evidence which was granted by this Court. On
March 13, 2018, the accused filed a Demurrer to Evidence, dated
February 23, 2018.

Upon an assiduous review of the testimonial and
documentary evidence adduced by the prosecution, the Court finds
that the prosecution's evidence is insufficient to warrant the
conviction of the accused.

Section 3 (e) of RA 3019 provides:

Section 3. Corrupt practices of public officers. In addition to
acts or omissions of public officers already penalized by existing
law, the following shall constitute corrupt practices of any public
officer and are hereby declared to be unlawful:

xxx

(e) Causing any undue injury to any party, including
the Government, or giving any private party any
unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference in
the discharge of his official administrative or judicial
functions through manifest partiality, evident bad
faith or gross inexcusable negligence. This
provision shall apply to officers and employees of
offices or government corporations charged with the
grant of licenses or permits or other concessions.

To constitute a violation of Sec. 3(e) of RA 3019, the
following essential elements must be proved:

1. The accused must be a public officer discharging
administrative, judicial or official functions;

2. He must have acted with manifest partiality, evident
bad faith or inexcusable negligence; and

21 Exhibit H

22 Records, p. 319
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3. That his action caused any undue injury to any party,
including the government, or giving any private party unwarranted
benefits, advantage· or preference in the discharge of his
functions."

The first element is not disputed. At the time material to the
case, the accused was the President of BSU, a state university
whose officials are public officers. The criminal act imputed to the
accused, which is the authorization of the use of a BSU vehicle by
his wife for unofficial trips, is committed in relation to his office.

As to the second and third elements, the Court finds that they
were not sufficiently proved by the prosecution.

In establishing the guilt of the accused, the prosecution
heavily relied on Trip Ticket Nos. 4929 and 4946, the affidavit of
Masedman, and the testimony of Maningas. Maningas' testimony
with respect to Trip Ticket No. 4929, the subject ticket in the
present case, is anchored solely on what Masedman relayed to
him during the interview which is summarized in Masedman's
affidavit. In his affidavit, Masedman attested that he accomplished
Trip Ticket Nos. 4929 and 4946 for the use of two (2) BSU
vehicles, as approved by the accused, for the purpose of fetching
and ferrying Dr. Ladilad from their residence in Quezon Hill to BSU.
However, in view of the fact that Masedman was not presented as
a witness on the stand, the assertions in his affidavit were
considered by the Court only as independently relevant
statements. As such, the admissibility of the affidavit is only to the
extent that the statements therein were made by Masedman, but
not to the truth or falsity thereof.

The prosecution argues that the affidavit of Masedman, as a
notarized document, enjoys the presumption of regularity and is
conclusive as to the truthfulness of its contents. The Court
disagrees. Under Section 23, Rule 132 of the Rules of Court,
notarized documents are merely proof of the fact which gave rise to
their execution, and of the date of the latter, but is not prima facie
evidence of the facts therein stated." As regards affidavits, the
presumption that official duty has been regularly performed applies

23 Consigna v. People of the Philippines, April 2, 2014, 720 SCRA 350
24 Philippine Trust Company v. Hon. Court of Appeals, November 22, 2010, 635 SCRA 518,532
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only to the portion wherein the notary public attests that the
affidavit was subscribed and sworn to before him or her, on the
date mentioned thereon. Thus, even though affidavits are notarized
documents, being self-serving, they must be received with
caution." .

With regard to Trip Ticket Nos. 4929 and 4946, the
prosecution maintains that they are public documents, hence, do
not require authentication. While the Court agrees that they are
public documents, being public records made in the performance of
a duty by a public officer pursuant to Section 23, the alterations
found in Trip Ticket No. 4929 require that the party producing it
must account for the alteration otherwise it is inadmissible. Section
31, Rule 132 of the Rules of Court states that the party "may show
that the alteration was made by another, without his concurrence,
or was made with the consent of the parties affected by it, or was
otherwise properly or innocent made, or that the alteration did not
change the meaning or language of the instrument. If he fails to do
that, the document shall not be admissible in evidence." According
to Maningas, Trip Ticket No. 4929 was supposedly accomplished
by Masedman and Toledo, the Chief of Motorpool Services of BSU.
Likewise, the alteration in the "Date of Approved Travel" was
allegedly made by Toledo, while the alteration in "Speedometer
reading" was done by Masedman. Notably however, neither
Toledo nor Masedman, who are both signatories of Trip Ticket No.
4929 and who made alterations thereon, was presented as
witness. Hence, the Court is constrained to hold it inadmissible in
evidence.

As regards the evidentiary weight of Trip Ticket No. 4946, it
must be noted that the accused was not the official who authorized
the same, as it was Dr. Tipayno, the Vice President of the
university, who signed thereon. The argument of the prosecution
that the travel dates covered by Trip Ticket No. 4946 were deemed
to have been approved by the accused as the dates were included
in Trip Ticket No. 4929, has no basis and is highly speculative. To
reiterate, Trip Ticket No. 4946 was authorized not by the accused
but by Dr. Tipayno, and more importantly, the dates covered in Trip

25 Ibid, 533
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Ticket No. 4929 were altered which cast doubt as to its
truthfulness.

The prosecution likewise argues that the testimonies of the
other drivers of BSU in relation to their respective trip tickets will
show that it has been a habit of Dr. Araceli Ladilad to have her
fetched and ferried from her house to BSU and vice versa, thus,
the trips indicated in Trip Ticket Nos. 4929 and 4946 must also
have been undertaken. The Court is not convinced. First, the
respective trip tickets of the other BSU drivers were authorized not
by the accused but by Or. Tipayno. Second, even granting, for the
sake of argument, that Dr. Ladilad is in a habit of availing for
herself the use of the BSU vehicles, the fault cannot automatically
be ascribed to the accused and make him guilty of violation of
Section 3(e) of RA 3019, there being no showing that he had a
hand in such use, whether through evident bad faith, manifest
partiality or gross inexcusable negligence. Indeed, in the
appreciation of circumstantial evidence, the rule is that the
circumstances must be proved, and not themselves presumed. The
circumstantial evidence must exclude the possibility that some
other person has committed the offense charqed."

In criminal litigation, the evidence of the prosecution must
stand or fall on its own merits as the burden of proof rests on the
State. The accused, if he so chooses, need not present evidence.
He merely has to raise a reasonable doubt and whittle away from
the case of the prosecution. The constitutional presumption of
innocence demands no less, even as it also demands no less than
a moral certainty of his guilt.27

Failing to overcome the constitutional presumption of
innocence of the accused, the Court is constrained to GRANT the
accused's demurrer to evidence.

WHEREFORE, in light of all the foregoing, the Court hereby
GRANTS accused Ben Dapios Ladilad's Demurrer to Evidence,
dated February 23, 2018, and hereby renders judgment in Criminal
Case No. SB-16-CRM-0587, finding said accused NOT GUlLTV,

26 Franco v. People of the Philippines, February 1, 2016, 782 SCRA 526, 545
27 People of the Philippines v. Estibol, November 26, 2014, 743 SCRA 215, 252
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and is hereby ACQUITTED, for failure of the prosecution to prove
his guilt beyond reasonable doubt.

As the act or omission from which civil liability might arise did
not exist, no pronouncement as to the civil liability of the accused is
made.

The hold-departure order issued by this Court against the
accused-movant is hereby LIFTED and SET ASIDE, and the bond
he posted for his provisional liberty is ordered RELEASED, subject
to the usual accounting and auditing procedures.

SO ORDERED.

EFREN et.r.:Jr LA CRUZ
Chairpers~~~ociate Justice

WE CONCUR:

..t1/'.1,· J. -r:/: 'I"s~Vv-' '.I. 'v, ~I ", , .' .J, ~~ \ llt • C'u.t7f:q 1'---------
~1L:lI •••• RDO M. CALDONA

ssociate Justice
GERALDINE FAITH A. ECONG

Associate Justice


